
 

Happy feet 2 has already become the most anticipated movie of 2017. Kangana Ranaut will be seen in a double role in this film. The movie is directed by Shankar. Rajinikanth, Akshay Kumar, Amy Jackson and Sathyaraj will be seen in guest roles. The music is composed by AR Rahman and Ghibran has written the lyrics for the songs to the film. This film also released in Tamil titled "Happy day2".
The release date of Happy Day2 is 10th December 2017 The amazing feeling of your toes tapping to your favorite tunes or your heart pumping with adrenaline when playing sports can be attributed to our friend adrenaline. This hormone is what we call the "happy hormone", and who doesn't want to be happy? The basic idea of this movie is, "What if your feet went on a journey to make you happy?"
The protagonist Poppy (Mia), who was adopted as a chick by penguin Memphis (Himesh), has grown up as a strong and independent penguin. When Poppy meets the love of her life, Shiny (Nathan Jones), she defies all traditions and does not follow Memphis's advice. Just when their relationship is going strong, they find themselves in a situation that threatens to break them apart. It is the story of a
young penguin, Poppy (Mia), who grows up as a penguin in an orphanage and meets her true love, Shiny (Nathan Jones) after being adopted by Memphis, a male black-footed penguin. They fall in love and get married. However, their happiness is soon threatened when they find out that Memphis was adopted from an egg by his parents Emperor Penguins from the Emperor Penguin colony. He was
born as a chick and so he does not know anything about his parents. Poppy's uncle joins the army and leaves for Antarctica to work there as a ranger. He brings back news that he saw an egg with chick inside. She decides to go with him for sure, but her friends give her a hard time. While she is going on a hike, she plummets from a cliff, and is left all alone in Antarctica. Later on the two met again. In
the meantime they realized that they have feelings for each other and they get married just to keep their happiness alive. One day when Memphis was going to pick up shiny from school, he finds out that shiny has been handed over to another person who wants shiny as his pet because he sees him as a monster hybrid between a black-foot and a white-foot penguin. Later that night on the place where
Poppy works she hears the news that her egg had been found. The next day while Poppy is on her way to look for shiny, she meets a female named Scotty (Kangana Ranaut) who is also looking for her egg. When Poppy tells Scotty about her egg being stolen, Scotty becomes furious and follows Poppy to help find the egg. They meet up with some other penguins who help them dig for the egg under ice
sheets. They end up digging up a special present for Poppy's birthday, which turns out to be an old cake. Meanwhile, Shiny gets kidnapped by humans but instead end getting eaten by a bear.
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